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ABSTRACT

We consider exact real solving of well-constrained, bivariate
systems of relatively prime polynomials. The main prob-
lem is to compute all common real roots in isolating inter-
val representation, and to determine their intersection mul-
tiplicities. We present three algorithms and analyze their

asymptotic bit complexity, obtaining a bound of eOB(N14)

for the purely projection-based method, and eOB(N12) for
two subresultants-based methods: these ignore polylogarith-
mic factors, and N bounds the degree and the bitsize of the

polynomials. The previous record bound was eOB(N14).
Our main tool is signed subresultant sequences, extended

to several variables by binary segmentation. We exploit ad-
vances on the complexity of univariate root isolation, and
extend them to multipoint sign evaluation, sign evaluation of
bivariate polynomials over two algebraic numbers, and real
root counting over an extension field. Our algorithms apply
to the problem of simultaneous inequalities; they also com-

pute the topology of real plane algebraic curves in eOB(N12),

whereas the previous bound was eOB(N14).
All algorithms have been implemented in maple, in con-

junction with numeric filtering. We compare them against
fgb/rs and synaps; we also consider maple libraries insulate
and top, which compute curve topology. Our software is
among the most robust, and its runtimes are within a small
constant factor, with respect to the C/C++ libraries.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: F.2.0 [Analysis of
Algorithms and Problem Complexity]: General; G.4 [Math-
ematical software]: Algorithm design and analysis;

General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Theory

Keywords: polynomial system, real algebraic number, real
solving, topology of real algebraic curve, maple
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of well-constrained polynomial system solv-

ing is fundamental. However, most of the algorithms treat
the general case or consider solutions over an algebraically
closed field. We focus on real solving of bivariate polynomi-
als, in order to provide precise complexity bounds and study
different algorithms in practice. We expect to obtain faster
algorithms than in the general case. This is important in
several applications ranging from nonlinear computational
geometry to real quantifier elimination. We suppose rela-
tively prime polynomials for simplicity, but this hypothesis
is not restrictive. A question of independent interest is to
compute the topology of a plane real algebraic curve.

Our algorithms isolate all common real roots inside non-
overlapping rational rectangles, and output them as pairs
of algebraic numbers; they also determine the intersection
multiplicity per root. In this paper, OB means bit com-

plexity and eOB means that we are ignoring polylogarithmic

factors. We derive a bound of eOB(N12), whereas the pre-

vious record bound was eOB(N14) [12], see also [3], derived
from the closely related problem of computing the topology
of real plane algebraic curves, where N bounds the degree
and the bitsize of the input polynomials. This approach
depends on Thom’s encoding. We choose the isolating in-
terval representation, since it is more intuitive, it is used in
applications, and demonstrate that it supports as efficient
algorithms as other representation. In [12] it is stated that
“isolating intervals provide worst [sic] bounds”. Moreover,
it is widely believed that isolating intervals do not produce
good theoretical results. Our work suggests that isolating
intervals should be re-evaluated.

Our main tool is signed subresultant sequences (closely
related to Sturm-Habicht sequences), extended to several
variables by the technique of binary segmentation. We ex-
ploit the recent advances on univariate root isolation, which

reduced complexity by 1-3 orders of magnitude to eOB(N6)

[7, 9, 10]. This brought complexity closer to eOB(N4), which
is achieved by numerical methods [24].

In [16], 2×2 systems are solved and the multiplicities com-
puted under the assumption that a generic shear has been
obtained, based on [30]. In [33], 2 × 2 systems of bounded
degree were studied, obtained as projections of the arrange-
ment of 3D quadrics. This algorithm is a precursor of ours,
see also [11], except that matching and multiplicity compu-
tation was simpler. In [21], a subdivision algorithm is pro-
posed, exploiting the properties of the Bernstein basis, with
unknown bit complexity, and arithmetic complexity based
on the characteristics of the graphs of the polynomials. For



other approaches based on multivariate Sturm sequences the
reader may refer to e.g. [20, 25].

Determining the topology of a real algebraic plane curve

is a closely related problem. The best bound is eOB(N14) [3,
12]. In [34] three projections are used; this is implemented in
insulate, with which we make several comparisons. Work
in [8] offers an efficient implementation of resultant-based
methods. For an alternative using Gröbner bases see [5]. To
the best of our knowledge the only result in topology deter-

mination using isolating intervals is [2], where a eOB(N30)
bound is proved.

We establish a bound of eOB(N12) using the isolating in-
terval representation. It seems that the complexity in [12]

could be improved to eOB(N10) using fast multiplication al-
gorithms, fast algorithms for computations of signed sub-
resultant sequences and improved bounds for the bitsize of
the integers appearing in computations. To put our bounds
into perspective, note that the input is in OB(N3), and the
bitsize of all output isolation points for univariate solving is
eOB(N2), and this is tight.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:
Using the aggregate separation bound, we improve the com-
plexity for computing the sign of a polynomial evaluated
over all real roots of another (lem. 2.7). We establish a com-
plexity bound for bivariate sign evaluation (th. 2.14), which
helps us derive bounds for root counting in an extension
field (th. 4.1) and for the problem of simultaneous inequali-
ties (cor. 4.2). We study the complexity of bivariate polyno-
mial real solving, using three projection-based algorithms:
a straightforward grid method (th. 3.1), a specialized RUR
approach (th. 3.5), and an improvement of the latter using

fast GCD (th. 3.6). Our best bound is eOB(N12); within this
bound, we also compute the root multiplicities. Computing

the topology of a real plane algebraic curve is in eOB(N12)
(th. 4.3).

We implemented in maple a package for computations
with real algebraic numbers and for implementing our al-
gorithms. It is easy to use and integrates seminumerical
filtering to speed up computation when the roots are well-
separated. It guarantees exactness and completeness of re-
sults; moreover, the runtimes seem very encouraging. We
illustrate it by experiments against well-established C/C++
libraries fgb/rs and synaps. We also examine maple li-
braries insulate and top, which compute curve topology.
Our software is robust and effective; its runtime is within a
small constant factor w.r.t. the fastest C/C++ library.

The next section presents basic results concerning real
solving and operations on univariate polynomials. We ex-
tend the discussion to several variables, and focus on bivari-
ate polynomials. The algorithms for bivariate solving and
their analyses appear in sec. 3, followed by applications to
real-root counting, simultaneous inequalities and the topol-
ogy of curves. Our implementation and experiments appear
in sec. 5. Ancillary results and omitted proofs can be found
in [6].

2. PRELIMINARIES
For f ∈ Z[y1, . . . , yk, x], dg(f) denotes its total degree,

while degx(f) denotes its degree w.r.t. x. L (f) bounds the
bitsize of the coefficients of f (including a bit for the sign).
We assume lg (dg(f)) = O(L (f)). For a ∈ Q, L (a) is the
maximum bitsize of numerator and denominator. Let M (τ )

denote the bit complexity of multiplying two integers of size
τ , and M (d, τ ) the complexity of multiplying two univariate
polynomials of degrees ≤ d and coefficient bitsize ≤ τ . Using

FFT, M (τ ) = eOB(τ ), M (d, τ ) = eOB(dτ ).
Let f, g ∈ Z[x], dg(f) = p ≥ q = dg(g) and L (f) ,L (g) ≤

τ . We use rem (f, g) and quo (f, g) for the Euclidean remain-
der and quotient, respectively. The signed polynomial re-
mainder sequence of f, g is R0 = f , R1 = g, R2 = − rem (f, g),
. . . , Rk = − rem (Rk−2, Rk−1), where rem (Rk−1, Rk) = 0.
The quotient sequence contains Qi = quo (Ri, Ri+1), i =
0 . . . k − 1, and the quotient boot is (Q0, . . . , Qk−1, Rk).

Here, we consider signed subresultant sequences, which
contain polynomials similar to the polynomials in the signed
polynomial remainder sequence; see [32] for a unified ap-
proach to subresultants. They achieve better bounds on the
coefficient bitsize and have good specialization properties.
In our implementation we use Sturm-Habicht sequences, see
e.g. [13]. By SR(f, g) we denote the signed subresultant
sequence, by sr(f, g) the sequence of the principal subre-
sultant coefficients, by SQ(f, g) the corresponding quotient
boot, and by SR(f, g; a) the evaluated sequence over a ∈ Q.
If the polynomials are multivariate, then these sequences are
considered w.r.t. x, except if explicitly stated otherwise.

Proposition 2.1. [17, 18, 26] Assuming p ≥ q, SR(f, g)

is computed in eOB(p2qτ ) and L (SRj(f, g)) = O(pτ ). For
any f, g, their quotient boot, any polynomial in SR(f, g),

their resultant, and their gcd are computed in eOB(pqτ ).

Proposition 2.2. [17, 26] Let p ≥ q. We can com-
pute SR(f, g; a), where a ∈ Q ∪ {±∞} and L (a) = σ, in
eOB(pqτ + q2σ + p2σ). If f(a) is known, then the bound

becomes eOB(pqτ + q2σ).

When q > p, SR(f, g) is f, g,−f,−(g mod (−f)) . . . , thus
SR(f, g; a) starts with a sign variation irrespective of sign(g(a)).
If only the sign variations are needed, there is no need to

evaluate g, so prop. 2.2 yields eOB(pqτ + p2σ). Let L de-
note a list of real numbers. VAR(L) denotes the number of
(possibly modified, see e.g. [3, 13]) sign variations.

Corollary 2.3. For any f, g, VAR(SR(f, g; a)) is com-

puted in eOB(pqτ+min{p, q}2σ), provided sign(f(a)) is known.

We choose to represent a real algebraic number α ∈ Ralg

by the isolating interval representation. It includes a square-
free polynomial which vanishes on α and a (rational) interval
containing α and no other root.

Proposition 2.4. [7, 9, 10] Let f ∈ Z[x] have degree p
and bitsize τf . We compute the isolating interval represen-

tation of its real roots and their multiplicities in eOB(p6 +
p4τ 2

f ). The endpoints of the isolating intervals have bitsize

O(p2 + p τf ) and L (fred) = O(p+ τf ).

The sign of the square-free part fred over the interval’s
endpoints is known; moreover, fred(a)fred(b) < 0.

Corollary 2.5. [3, 10] Given a real algebraic number
α ∼= (f, [a, b]), where L (a) = L (b) = O(pτf ), and g ∈ Z[x],
such that dg(g) = q,L (g) = τg, we compute sign(g(α)) in

bit complexity eOB(pqmax{τf , τg}+ pmin{p, q}2τf ).



Prop. 2.4 expresses the state-of-the-art in univariate root
isolation. It relies on fast computation of polynomial se-
quences and the Davenport-Mahler bound, e.g. [35]. The
following lemma, derived from Davenport-Mahler’s bound,
is crucial.

Lemma 2.6 (Aggregate separation). Given f ∈ Z[x],
the sum of the bitsize of all isolating points of the real roots
of f is O(p2 + p τf ).

We present a new complexity bound on evaluating the
sign of a polynomial g(x) over a set of algebraic numbers,
which have the same defining polynomial, namely over all
real roots of f(x). It suffices to evaluate SR(f, g) over all the
isolating endpoints of f . The obvious technique, e.g. [10], is
to apply cor. 2.5 r times, where r is the number of real roots
of f . But we can do better by applying lem. 2.6:

Lemma 2.7. Let τ = max{p, τf , τg}. Assume that we
have isolated the r real roots of f and we know the signs
of f over the isolating endpoints. Then, we can compute the

sign of g over all r roots of f in eOB(p2qτ ).

We discuss multivariate polynomials, using binary seg-
mentation [26]. An alternative approach could be [15]. Let
f, g ∈ (Z[y1, . . . , yk])[x] with dgx(f) = p ≥ q = dgx(g),

dgyi
(f) ≤ di and dgyi

(g) ≤ di. Let d =
Qk

i=1 di and
L (f) ,L (g) ≤ τ . The yi-degree of every polynomial in
SR(f, g), is bounded by dgyi

(res(f, g)) ≤ (p+ q)di. Thus,
the homomorphism ψ : Z[y1, . . . , yk]→ Z[y], where

y1 7→ y, y2 7→ y
(p+q)d1 , . . . , yk 7→ y

(p+q)k−1d1···dk−1 ,

allows us to decode res(ψ(f), ψ(g)) = ψ(res(f, g)) and ob-
tain res(f, g). The same holds for every polynomial in
SR(f, g). Now ψ(f), ψ(g) ∈ (Z[y])[x] have y−degree ≤ (p+
q)k−1d since, in the worst case, f or g hold a monomial such

as yd1

1 y
d2

2 . . . y
dk

k . Thus, dgy(res(ψ(f), ψ(g))) < (p+ q)kd.

Proposition 2.8. [26] We can compute SQ(f, g), any

polynomial in SR(f, g), and res(f, g) in eOB(q(p+q)k+1dτ ).

Lemma 2.9. SR(f, g) is computed in eOB(q(p+q)k+2dτ ).

Theorem 2.10. We can evaluate SR(f, g) at x = α, where

a ∈ Q∪{∞} and L (a) = σ, in eOB(q(p+ q)k+1dmax{τ, σ}).

Proof. Compute SQ(f, g) in eOB(q(p+q)k+1d τ ) (prop. 2.8),
then evaluate it over a, using binary segmentation. For this
we need to bound the bitsize of the resulting polynomials.

The polynomials in SR(f, g) have total degree in y1, . . . , yk

bounded by (p+ q)
Pk

i=1 di and coefficient bitsize bounded
by (p+ q)τ . With respect to x, the polynomials in SR(f, g)
have degrees in O(p), so substitution x = a yields val-

ues of size eO(pσ). After the evaluation we obtain poly-
nomials in Z[y1, . . . , yk] with coefficient bitsize bounded by
max{(p+ q)τ, pσ} ≤ (p+ q) max{τ, σ}.

Consider χ : Z[y] → Z, such that y 7→ 2⌈c(p+q)max{τ,σ}⌉,
for a suitable constant c. Apply the map φ = ψ ◦ χ to
f, g. Now, L (φ(f)) ,L (φ(g)) ≤ cd(p + q)k max{τ, σ}. By

prop. 2.2, the evaluation costs eOB(q(p+q)k+1dmax{τ, σ}).

We obtain the following for f, g ∈ (Z[y])[x], such that
dgx(f) = p, dgx(g) = q, dgy(f), dgy(g) ≤ d.

Algorithm 1: sign at(F, α, β)

Input: F ∈ Z[x, y], α ∼= (A, [a1, a2]), β ∼= (B, [b1, b2])
Output: sign(F (α, β))
compute SQx(A,F )1

L1 ← SRx(A,F ; a1), V1 ← ∅2

foreach f ∈ L1 do V1 ← add(V1, sign at(f, β))3

L2 ← SRx(A,F ; a2), V2 ← ∅4

foreach f ∈ L2 do V2 ← add(V2, sign at(f, β))5

return (var(V1)− var(V2)) · sign(A′(α))6

Corollary 2.11. We compute SR(f, g) in eOB(pq(p +
q)2dτ ). For any polynomial, say SRj(f, g), in SR(f, g),
dgx(SRj(f, g)) = O(max{p, q}), dgy(SRj(f, g)) =
O(max{p, q}d), and also L (SRj(f, g)) = O(max{p, q}τ ).

Corollary 2.12. We compute SQ(f, g), any polynomial

in SR(f, g), and res(f, g) in eOB(pqmax{p, q}dτ ).

Corollary 2.13. We compute SR(f, g ; a), where a ∈

Q ∪ {∞} and L (a) = σ, in eOB(pqmax{p, q}dmax{τ, σ}).
For the polynomials SRj(f, g ; a) ∈ Z[y], except for f, g, we
have dgy(SRj(f, g ; a)) = O((p+q)d) and L (SRj(f, g ; a)) =
O(max{p, q}τ + min{p, q}σ).

We now reduce the computation of the sign of F ∈ Z[x, y]
over (α, β) ∈ R2

alg to that over several points in Q2. Let
dgx(F ) = dgy(F ) = n1, L (F ) = σ and α ∼= (A, [a1, a2]),
β ∼= (B, [b1, b2]), where A,B ∈ Z[X], dg(A) = dg(B) = n2,
L (A) = L (B) = σ. We assume n1 ≤ n2, which is relevant
below. The algorithm is alg. 1, see [29], and generalizes the
univariate case, e.g. [10, 35]. For A, resp. B, we assume
that we know their values on a1, a2, resp. b1, b2.

Theorem 2.14 (sign at). We compute the sign of poly-

nomial F (x, y) over α, β in eOB(n2
1 n

3
2 σ).

Proof. First, we compute SQx(A,F ) so as to evaluate

SR(A,F ) on the endpoints of α, in eOB(n2
1n

2
2σ) (cor. 2.12).

We compute SR(A,F ; a1). The first polynomial in the
sequence is A, but we already know its value on a1. This

computation costs eOB(n2
1 n

3
2 σ) by cor. 2.13 with q = n1,

p = n2, d = n1, τ = σ, and σ = n2σ, where the latter corre-
sponds to the bitsize of the endpoints. After the evaluation
we obtain a list L1, which contains O(n1) polynomials, say
f ∈ Z[y], such that dg(f) = O(n1n2). To bound the bit-
size, notice that the polynomials in SR(f, g) are of degrees
O(n1) w.r.t. x and of bitsize O(n2σ). After we evaluate on
a1, L (f) = O(n1n2σ).

For each f ∈ L1 we compute its sign over β and count
the sign variations. We could apply directly cor. 2.5, but we
can do better. If dg(f) ≥ n2 then SR(B, f) = (B, f,−B,
g = − prem (f,−B) , . . . ). We start the evaluations at g:

it is computed in eOB(n2
1n

3
2σ) (prop. 2.1), dg(g) = O(n2)

and L (g) = O(n1n2σ). Thus, we evaluate SR(−B, g; a1)

in eOB(n1n
3
2σ), by cor. 2.5, with p = q = n2, τf = σ,

τ = n1n2σ. If dg(f) < n2 the complexity is dominated.
Since we perform O(n1) such evaluations, all of them cost
eOB(n2

1n
3
2σ).

We repeat for the other endpoint of α, subtract the sign
variations, and multiply by sign(A′(α)), which is known
from the process that isolated α. If the last sign in the
two sequences is alternating, then sign(F (α, β)) = 0.



3. BIVARIATE REAL SOLVING
Let F,G ∈ Z[x, y], dg(F ) = dg(G) = n and L (F ) =
L (G) = σ. We assume relatively prime polynomials for
simplicity but this hypothesis is not restrictive because it can
be verified and if it does not hold, it can be imposed within
the same asymptotic complexity. We study algorithms and
their complexity for real solving the system F = G = 0.
The main idea is to project the roots on the x and y axes, to
compute the coordinates of the real solutions and somehow
to match them. The difference between the algorithms is
the way they match solutions.

3.1 The grid algorithm
Algorithm grid is straightforward, see also [11, 33]. We

compute the x− and y−coordinates of the real solutions,
as real roots of the resultants resx(F,G) and resy(F,G).
Then, we match them using the algorithm sign at (th. 2.14)
by testing all rectangles in this grid. The output is a list
of pairs of real algebraic numbers represented in isolating
interval representation. The algorithm also outputs rational
axis-aligned rectangles, guaranteed to contain a single root
of the system.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that
the algorithm’s complexity is studied. The disadvantage
of the algorithm is that exact implementation of sign at
(alg. 1) is not efficient. However, its simplicity makes it
attractive. The algorithm requires no genericity assumption
on the input; we study a generic shear that brings the system
to generic position in order to compute the multiplicities
within the same complexity bound.

The algorithm allows the use of heuristics. In particular,
we may exploit easily computed bounds on the number of
roots, such as the Mixed Volume or count the roots with a
given abscissa α by th. 4.1.

Theorem 3.1. Isolating all real roots of system F = G =

0 using grid has complexity eOB(n14 + n13σ), provided σ =
O(n3).

Proof. First we compute the resultant of F andG w.r.t. y,

i.e. Rx. The complexity is eOB(n4σ), using cor. 2.12. Notice
that dg(Rx) = O(n2) and L (Rx) = O(nσ). We isolate its

real roots in eOB(n12 + n10σ2) (prop. 2.4) and store them in
Lx. This complexity shall be dominated. We do the same
for the y axis and store the roots in Ly.

The representation of the real algebraic numbers contains
the square-free part of Rx, or Ry . In both cases the bitsize of
the polynomial is O(n2 +nσ) [3, 10]. The isolating intervals
have endpoints of size O(n4 + n3 σ).

Let rx, resp. ry be the number of real roots of the corre-
sponding resultants. Both are bounded by O(n2). We form
all possible pairs of real algebraic numbers from Lx and Ly

and check for every such pair if both F and G vanish, using

sign at (th. 2.14). Each evaluation costs eOB(n10 + n9σ)
and we perform rx ry = O(n4) of them.

We now examine the multiplicity of a root (α, β). Previ-
ous work includes [12, 30, 34]. The sum of multiplicities of
all roots (α, βj) equals the multiplicity of x = α in the re-
spective resultant. It is possible to apply a shear transform
to the coordinate frame so as to ensure that different roots
project to different points on the x-axis. We determine an
adequate (horizontal) shear such that

Algorithm 2: m rur (F,G)

Input: F,G ∈ Z[X,Y ] in generic position
Output: The real solutions of the system F = G = 0
SR← SRy(F,G)1

/* Projections and real solving with

multiplicities */

Rx ← resy(F,G)2

Px,Mx ← solve(Rx)3

Ry ← resx(F,G)4

Py,My ← solve(Ry)5

I ← intermediate points(Py)6

/* Factorization of Rx according to sr */

K ← compute k(SR, Px)7

Q← ∅8

/* Matching the solutions */

foreach α ∈ Px do9

β ← find(α,K, Py, I)10

Q← add(Q, {α, β})11

return Q12

Rt(x) = resy (F (x+ ty, y), G(x+ ty, y)) ,

when t 7→ t0 ∈ Z, has simple roots. Rred ∈ (Z[t])[x] is
the square-free part of the resultant, and its discriminant,
w.r.t. x, is ∆ ∈ Z[t]. Then t0 must be such that ∆(t0) 6= 0.

Lemma 3.2. Computing t0 ∈ Z, such that the correspond-

ing shear is sufficiently generic, has complexity eOB(n10 +
n9σ).

In practice, the above complexity becomes eOB(n5σ), be-
cause a random value will typically suffice. For an alter-
native approach see [14], also [3]. It is straightforward to
compute the multiplicities of the sheared system. Then, we
need to match the latter with the roots of the original sys-
tem, which is nontrivial in practice.

Theorem 3.3. Consider the setting of th. 3.1. Having
isolated all real roots of F = G = 0, it is possible to deter-

mine their multiplicities in eOB(n12 + n11σ + n10σ2).

3.2 The m rur algorithm
m rur assumes that the polynomials are in Generic Po-

sition: different roots project to different x-coordinates and
leading coefficients w.r.t. y have no common real roots.

Proposition 3.4. [12, 3] Let F,G be co-prime polynomi-
als, in generic position. If SRj(x, y) = srj(x)y

j+srj,j−1(x)y
j−1

+ · · · + srj,0(x), and (α, β) is a real solution of the system
F = G = 0, then there exists k, such that sr0(α) = · · · =

srk−1(α) = 0, srk(α) 6= 0 and β = − 1
k

srk,k−1(α)

srk(α)
.

This expresses the ordinate of a solution in a Rational
Univariate Representation (RUR) of the abscissa. The RUR
applies to multivariate algebraic systems [27, 4, 28, 3]; it gen-
eralizes the primitive element method by Kronecker. Here
we adapt it to small-dimensional systems.

Our algorithm is similar to [14, 12]. However, their al-
gorithm computes only a RUR using prop. 3.4, so the rep-
resentation of the ordinates remains implicit. Often, this
representation is not sufficient (we can always compute the



minimal polynomial of the roots, but this is highly ineffi-
cient). We modified the algorithm [11], so that the output
includes isolating rectangles, hence the name modified-RUR
(m rur). The most important difference with [12] is that
they represent algebraic numbers by Thom’s encoding while
we use isolating intervals.

The pseudo-code of m rur is in alg. 2. We project on
the x and the y-axis; for each real solution on the x-axis we
compute its ordinate using prop. 3.4. First we compute the

sequence SR(F,G) w.r.t. y in eOB(n5 σ) (cor. 2.11).
Projection. This is similar to grid. The complexity

is dominated by real solving the resultants, i.e. eOB(n12 +
n10 σ2). Let αi, resp. βj , be the real root coordinates.

We compute rationals qj between the βj ’s in eOB(n5σ), viz.
intermediate points(Py); the qj have aggregate bitsize
O(n3 σ):

q0 < β1 < q1 < β2 < · · · < βℓ−1 < qℓ−1 < βℓ < qℓ, (1)

where ℓ ≤ 2n2. Every βj corresponds to a unique αi. The
multiplicity of αi as a root of Rx is the multiplicity of a real
solution of the system, that has it as abscissa.

Sub-algorithm compute k. In order to apply prop. 3.4,
for every αi we must compute k ∈ N∗ such the assumptions
of the theorem are fulfilled; this is possible by genericity. We
follow [22, 12] and define recursively polynomials Γj(x): Let

Φ0(x) = sr0(x)
gcd(sr0(x),sr′

0
(x))

, Φj(x) = gcd(Φj−1(x), srj(x)), and

Γj =
Φj−1(x)

Φj(x)
, for j > 0. Now sri(x) ∈ Z[x] is the principal

subresultant coefficient of SRi ∈ (Z[x])[y], and Φ0(x) is the
square-free part of Rx = sr0(x). By construction, Φ0(x) =Q

j
Γj(x) and gcd(Γj ,Γi) = 1, if j 6= i. Hence every αi is a

root of a unique Γj and the latter switches sign at the inter-
val’s endpoints. Then, sr0(α) = sr1(α) = 0, . . . , srj(α) = 0,
srj+1(α) 6= 0; thus k = j + 1.

It holds that dg(Φ0) = O(n2) and L (Φ0) = O(n2 + nσ).
Moreover,

P
j dg(Γj) =

P
j δj = O(n2) and, by Mignotte’s

bound [19], L (Γj) = O(n2 + nσ). To compute the fac-
torization Φ0(x) =

Q
j
Γj(x) as a product of the srj(x),

we perform O(n) gcd computations of polynomials of de-

gree O(n2) and bitsize eO(n2 + nσ). Each gcd computation

costs eOB(n6 + n5 σ) (prop. 2.1) and thus the overall cost is
eOB(n7 + n6 σ).

We compute the sign of the Γj over all the O(n2) iso-
lating endpoints of the αi, which have aggregate bitsize

O(n4 +n3 σ) (lem. 2.6) in eOB(δjn
4 + δjn

3σ+ δ2j (n4 +n3σ)),
using Horner’s rule. Summing over all δj , the complexity is
eOB(n8+n7σ). Thus the overall complexity is eOB(n9+n8 σ).
Matching and algorithm find. The process takes a

real root of Rx and computes ordinate β of the correspond-
ing root of the system. For some real root α of Rx we repre-

sent the ordinate A(α) = − 1
k

srk,k−1(α)

srk(α)
= A1(α)

A2(α)
. The generic

position assumption guarantees that there is a unique βj , in
Py , such that βj = A(α), where 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. In order to com-

pute j we use (1): qj < A(α) = A1(α)
A2(α)

= βj < qj+1. Thus

j can be computed by binary search in O(lg ℓ) = O(lg n)
comparisons of A(α) with the qj . This is equivalent to com-
puting the sign of Bj(X) = A1(X) − qj A2(X) over α by
executing O(lgn) times, sign at(Bj , α).

Now, L (qj) = O(n4 + n3σ) and dg(A1) = dg(srk,k−1) =
O(n2), dg(A2) = dg(srk) = O(n2), L (A1) = O(nσ), L (A2) =
O(nσ). Thus dg(Bj) = O(n2) and L (Bj) = O(n4 + n3 σ).

We conclude that sign at(Bj , α) and find have complexity
eOB(n8 + n7σ) (cor. 2.5). As for the overall complexity of

the loop (Lines 9-11) the complexity is eOB(n10 +n9σ), since
it is executed O(n2) times.

Theorem 3.5. We isolate all real roots of F = G = 0, if

F , G are in generic position, by m rur in eOB(n12 + n10σ).

The generic position assumption is without loss of gener-
ality since we can always put the system in such position by
applying a shear transform; see previous section. The bitsize

of polynomials of the (sheared) system becomes eO(n + σ)
[12] and does not change the bound of th. 3.5. However,
now is raised the problem of expressing the real roots in the
original coordinate system (see also the proof of th. 3.3).

3.3 The g rur algorithm
We present an algorithm that uses some ideas from RUR

but relies on GCD computations of polynomials with co-
efficients in an extension field to achieve efficiency (hence
the name g rur). For the GCD computations we use the
algorithm (and the implementation) of [31].

The first steps are similar to the previous algorithms: We
project on the axes, we perform real solving and compute
the intermediate points on the y-axis. The complexity is
eOB(n12 + n10σ2).

For each x-coordinate, say α, we compute the square-free
part of F (α, y) and G(α, y), say F̄ and Ḡ. The complex-
ity is that of computing the gcd with the derivative. In

[31] the cost is eOB(mMND +mN2D2 +m2kD), where M
is the bitsize of the largest coefficient, N is the degree of
the largest polynomial, D is the degree of the extension, k
is the degree of the gcd, and m is the number of primes
needed. The complexity does not assume fast multiplica-
tion algorithms, thus, under this assumption, it becomes
eOB(mMND +mND +mkD).

In our case M = O(σ), N = O(n), D = O(n2), k = O(n),

and m = O(nσ). The cost is eOB(n4σ2) and since we have

to do it O(n2) times, the overall cost is eOB(n6σ2). Notice

the bitsize of the result is eOB(n+ σ) [3].
Now for each α, we compute H = gcd(F̄ , Ḡ). We have

M = O(n + σ), N = O(n), D = O(n2), k = O(n), and

m = O(n2+nσ) and so the cost of each operation is eOB(n6+

n4σ2) and overall eOB(n8 + n6σ2). The size of m comes
from Mignotte’s bound [19]. Notice that H is a square-free
polynomial in (Z[α])[y], of degree O(n) and bitsize O(n2 +
nσ), the real roots of which correspond to the real solutions
of the system with abscissa α. It should change sign only
over the intervals that contain its real roots. To check these
signs, we have to substitute y in H by the intermediate
points, thus obtaining a polynomial in Z[α], of degree O(n)
and bitsize O(n2 + nσ + nsj), where sj is the bitsize of the
j-th intermediate point.

Now, we consider this polynomial in Z[x] and evaluate it
over α. Using cor. 2.5 with p = n2, τf = n2 + nσ, q = n,

and τg = n2 + nσ + nsj , this costs eOB(n6 + n5σ + n4sj).
Summing over O(n2) points and using lem. 2.6, we obtain
eOB(n8 + n7σ). Thus, the overall complexity is eOB(n10 +
n9σ).

Theorem 3.6. We can isolate the real roots of the system

F = G = 0, using g rur in eOB(n12 + n10σ).



4. APPLICATIONS
Real root counting. We wish to count the number of

roots of F̄ = F (α, y) ∈ (Z[α])[y] in R, in (c,+∞) and in
(β,+∞). Assume α, β ∈ Ralg as above, but with L (A) ,L (B) ≤
τ and c ∈ Q, such that L (c) = λ. Moreover, let n2

1 = O(n2),
as will be the case in applications.

Theorem 4.1. We count the real roots of F̄ in (−∞,+∞),

(β,+∞) and (c,+∞), respectively, in eOB(n4
1n2σ + n5

1n2τ ),
eOB(n5

1n
3
2 max{n1σ, τ}) and eOB(n4

1n2 max{n1τ, σ, λ}).

The proof uses Sturm’s theorem and the good specialization
properties of subresultants in order to switch the order of
substitution x = α and sequence computation; see [6].

Simultaneous inequalities in two variables. Let P,Q,
A1, . . . , Aℓ1 , B1, . . . , Bℓ2 , C1, . . . , Cℓ3 ∈ Z[X,Y ], such that
their total degrees are bounded by n and their bitsize by
σ. We wish to compute (α, β) ∈ R2

alg such that P (α, β) =
Q(α, β) = 0 and also Ai(α, β) > 0, Bj(α, β) < 0 and
Ck(α, β) = 0, where 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ1, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ2, 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ3.
Let ℓ = ℓ1 + ℓ2 + ℓ3.

Corollary 4.2. There is an algorithm that solves the
problem of ℓ simultaneous inequalities of degree ≤ n and

bitsize ≤ σ, in eOB(ℓn12 + ℓn11σ + n10σ2).

The complexity of topology. We improve the com-
plexity of computing the topology of a real plane algebraic
curve. See [3, 12, 22] for the algorithm.

We consider the curve, in generic position, defined by
F ∈ Z[x, y], such that dg(F ) = n and L (F ) = σ. We com-
pute the critical points of the curve, i.e. solve F = Fy = 0

in eOB(n12 + n10σ2). Next, we compute the intermediate

points on the x axis, in eOB(n4 + n3σ) (lem. 2.6). For each
intermediate point, say qj , we need to compute the number
of branches of the curve that cross the vertical line x = qj .
This is equivalent to computing the number of real solutions
of the polynomial F (qj , y) ∈ Z[y], which has degree d and
bitsize O(nL (qj)). For this we use Sturm’s theorem and

th. 2.2 and the cost is eOB(n3L (qj)). For all qj ’s the cost is
eOB(n7 + n6σ).

For each critical point, say (α, β) we need to compute the
number of branches of the curve that cross the vertical line
x = α, and the number of them that are above y = β. The
first task corresponds to computing the number of real roots

of F (α, y), by application of th. 4.1, in eOB(n9 +n8σ), where
n1 = n, n2 = n2, and τ = n2 + nσ. Since there are O(n2)

critical values, the overall cost of the step is eOB(n11+n10σ).
Finally, we compute the number of branches that cross the

line x = α and are above y = β. We do this by th. 4.1, in
eOB(n13 + n12σ). Since there are O(n2) critical points, the

complexity is eOB(n15 + n14σ). It remains to connect the
critical points according to the information that we have for
the branches. The complexity of this step is dominated. It

now follows that the complexity of the algorithm is eOB(n15+

n14σ+n10σ2), or eOB(N15), which is worse by a factor than
[3].

We improve the complexity of the last step since m rur
computes the RUR representation of the ordinates. Thus,
instead of performing bivariate sign evaluations in order to
compute the number of branches above y = β, we can sub-
stitute the RUR representation of β and perform univariate
sign evaluations. This corresponds to computing the sign of

O(n2) polynomials of degree O(n2) and bitsize O(n4+n3σ),
over all the α’s [12]. Using lem. 2.7 for each polynomial the

cost is eOB(n10 + n9σ), and since there are eOB(n2) of them,

the total cost is eOB(n12 + n11σ).

Theorem 4.3. We compute the topology of a real plane
algebraic curve, defined by a polynomial of degree n and bit-

size σ, in eOB(n12 + n11σ + n10σ).

Thus the overall complexity of the algorithm improves
the previously known bound by a factor of N2. We assumed
generic position, since we can apply a shear to achieve this,
see sec. 3.1.

5. IMPLEMENTATIONANDEXPERIMENTS
We describe our open source maple implementation1 and

illustrate its capabilities through comparative experiments.
The design is based on object oriented programming and
the generic programming paradigm in view of transferring
our implementation to C++.

The class of real algebraic numbers represents them in
isolating interval representation. We provide various al-
gorithms for computing signed polynomial remainder se-
quences; real solving univariate polynomials using Sturm’s
algorithm; computations with one and two real algebraic
numbers, such as sign evaluation, comparison; and our algo-
rithms for real solving of bivariate systems. Computations
are performed first using intervals with floating point arith-
metic and, if they fail, then an exact algorithm using rational
arithmetic is called. For GCD computations in an extension
field we use the maple package of [31]. We have not im-
plemented, yet, the optimal algorithms for computing and
evaluating polynomial remainder sequences.

Overall performance results are shown on tab. 1, averaged
over 10 iterations. Systems Ri,Mi, and Di are presented in
[11], systems Ci in [14], andWi are the Ci after swapping the
x and y variables. For the first data set, there are no timings
for insulate and top since it was not easy to modify their
code so as to deal with general polynomial systems. The
rest correspond to algebraic curves, i.e. polynomial systems
of the form f = fy = 0, that all packages can deal with.

It seems that g rur is our solver of choice since it is faster
than grid and m rur in 17 out of our 18 instances. How-
ever, this may not hold when the extension field is of high
degree. g rur yields solutions in less than a second, apart
from system C5. Overall, for total degrees ≤ 8, g rur re-
quires less than 0.4 secs to respond. As a result, g rur is
7-11 times faster than grid, and about 38 times than m rur.
One reason is that the sheared systems that m rur solves
are dense and of increased bitsize.

Among our algorithms, grid and m rur benefit the most
from filtering. g rur gains only a factor of 1.1-2. grid gains
a factor of 2-5. In m rur we use one more filtering heuristic
technique: after computing the intermediate points on the y-
axis, we perform refining with [1] (up to 20 times on systems
with high degree) on the intervals of the candidate solutions
along the x-axis. Recall that m rur binary-searches for so-
lutions along the y-axis. The refinement must not be ex-
cessive since this will increase the bitsize of the coefficients.
This has been very efficient in practice, resulting on average
an additional speedup of 2.2-3.4; overall filtering improves
m rur by a factor of 7-11.
1www.di.uoa.gr/~erga/soft/SLV index.html
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BIVARIATE SOLVING TOPOLOGY
this paper (SLV)

FGb/Rs
Synaps

Insulate
Top

f g grid m rur g rur sturm subdiv newmac 60 500
R1 3 4 2 5 9 5 26 2 2 5 − − −
R2 3 1 1 66 21 36 24 1 1 1 − − −
R3 3 1 1 1 2 1 22 1 2 1 − − −
M1 3 3 4 87 72 10 25 2 1 2 − − −
M2 4 2 3 4 5 4 24 1 289 2 − − −
M3 6 3 5 803 782 110 30 230 5, 058 7 − − −
M4 9 10 2 218 389 210 158 90 3 447 − − −
D1 4 5 1 6 12 6 28 2 5 8 − − −
D2 2 2 4 667 147 128 26 21 1 2 − − −
C1 7 6 6 1, 896 954 222 93 479 170, 265 39 524 409 1, 367
C2 4 3 6 177 234 18 27 12 23 4 28 36 115
C3 8 7 13 580 1, 815 75 54 23 214 25 327 693 2, 829
C4 8 7 17 5, 903 80, 650 370 138 3, 495 217 190 1, 589 1, 624 6, 435
C5 16 15 17 > 20′ 60, 832 3, 877 4, 044 > 20′ 6, 345 346 179, 182 91, 993 180, 917
W1 7 6 9 2, 293 2, 115 247 92 954 55, 040 39 517 419 1, 350
W2 4 3 5 367 283 114 29 20 224 3 27 20 60
W3 8 7 13 518 2, 333 24 56 32 285 25 309 525 1, 588
W4 8 7 17 5, 410 77, 207 280 148 4, 086 280 207 1, 579 1, 458 4, 830

Table 1: Performance averages over 10 runs in maple 9.5 on a 2GHz AMD64@3K+ processor with 1GB RAM.

If a polynomial system did not comply with the generic
position criterion required by m rur, we deterministically
tested a value for the required shear; in all cases our first
candidate (t = 3) worked. This is relatively inexpensive on
systems with polynomials of degree ≤ 5. For systems with
polynomials of higher degree, in some cases the determinis-
tic shear computation is more expensive than real solving.
Hence, a random shear is more efficient in general, as sug-
gested also by the asymptotic analysis.

We tested fgb/rs 2 [28], which performs exact real solv-
ing using Gröbner bases and RUR, through its maple in-
terface. It should be underlined that communication with
maple increases the runtimes. g rur is faster in 8 out of the
18 instances, including the difficult system C5. Lastly, we
examined 3 synaps 3 solvers: sturm is a naive implemen-
tation of grid [11]; subdiv implements [21], and is based on
Bernstein basis and double arithmetic. It needs an initial
box for computing the real solutions of the system and in
all the cases we used [−10, 10]× [−10, 10]. newmac [23], is
a general purpose solver based on computations of general-
ized eigenvectors using lapack, which computes all complex
solutions. sturm is faster than our maple implementation
of grid. subdiv is faster than all of our solvers in 6, and
newmac in 16, of the 18 systems.

We also tested other maple implementations: insulate
is a package that implements [34] for computing the topol-
ogy of real algebraic curves, and top implements [14]. Both
packages were kindly provided to us by their authors. We
tried to modify the packages so as to stop them as soon as
they compute the real solutions of the corresponding bivari-
ate system. top has an additional parameter that sets the
initial precision (digits). A very low initial precision or a
very high one results in inaccuracy or performance loss; but

2http://www-spaces.lip6.fr/index.html
3http://www-sop.inria.fr/galaad/logiciels/synaps/

there is no easy way for choosing a good value. Hence, we
followed [8] and recorded its performance on initial values
of 60 and 500 digits. Compared to g rur, insulate is 2-
46 times slower when the total degree is ≥ 6. On the other
hand, top is slower than g rur 1.7-23 times when the total
degree is ≥ 6 and the curves have many critical points.

We underline that we do not consider experiments as com-
petition, but a crucial step for improving existing software.
Moreover, it is very difficult to compare different packages,
since in most cases they are made for different needs. In
addition, accurate timing in maple is delicate.

insulate has demonstrated more robust behaviour than
top, especially when the latter is used with low precision.
grid could not find a solution within 20 minutes even when
we increased the default maple stack size. In fgb/rs’s
case, some errors regarding the communication of the ap-
plication with the maple kernel occurred. sturm failed to
reply within our time limits for C5. As for newmac and
subdiv, some numerical errors are introduced since the for-
mer is based on lapack and the latter on floating point
arithmetic. subdiv and newmac fail to compute the cor-
rect number of real solutions in at least half of the cases.
Finally, sturm’ s inefficiency, in some experiments, is basi-
cally due to the lack of modular algorithms for computing
resultants.

grid and m rur demonstrate a high fluctuation in run-
times, compared, e.g. to the stability of newmac or fgb/rs.
The latter spends a lot of time on Gröbner bases. The rest
of the solvers demonstrate a similar fluctuation, especially
those that are based on maple.

To summarize, we believe that the implementation of our
algorithms gives very encouraging results, at least for poly-
nomial systems of moderate degree.

The time that each algorithm spends on the various steps
is on tab. 2 as percentages of the overall computing times
in tab. 1. Projections shows the time for the computa-



phase of the interval
median mean

std
algorithm min max dev

g
r
id

projections 00.00 00.53 00.04 00.08 00.13
univ. solving 02.05 99.75 07.08 26.77 35.88
biv. solving 00.19 97.93 96.18 73.03 36.04
sorting 00.00 01.13 00.06 00.12 00.26

m
r
u
r

projection 00.00 00.75 00.06 00.14 00.23
univ. solving 00.18 91.37 15.55 17.47 20.79
StHa seq. 00.08 38.23 01.17 05.80 09.91
inter. points 00.00 03.23 00.09 00.32 00.75
filter x-cand 00.68 72.84 26.68 23.81 21.93
compute K 00.09 34.37 02.04 07.06 10.21
biv. solving 01.77 98.32 51.17 45.41 28.71

g
r
u
r

projections 00.02 03.89 00.23 00.48 00.88
univ. solving 07.99 99.37 39.83 41.68 25.52
inter. points 00.02 03.81 00.54 01.11 01.28
rational biv. 00.07 57.07 14.83 15.89 19.81
Ralg biv. 00.00 91.72 65.30 40.53 36.89
sorting 00.00 01.50 00.22 00.32 00.43

Table 2: Statistics on the performance from [6].

tion of the resultants, Univ. Solving for real solving the
resultants, and Sorting for sorting solutions. In grid’s
and m rur’s case, biv. solving corresponds to matching.
In g rur’s case timings for matching are divided between
rational biv. and Ralg biv.; the first refers to when at
least one of the co-ordinates is a rational number, while
the latter indicates timings when both co-ordinates are not
rational. Inter. points refers to computation of the in-
termediate points between resultant roots along the y-axis.
StHa seq. refers to the computation of the StHa sequence.
Filter x-cand shows the time for additional filtering. Compute
K reflects the time for sub-algorithm compute-k.

In a nutshell, grid spends more than 73% of its time
in matching. Recall that this percent includes the applica-
tion of filters. m rur spends about 45-50% of its time in
matching and about 24-27% in the pre-computation filter-
ing technique. g rur spends 55-80% of its time in matching,
including gcd computations in an extension field.
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